RFC Editor Model
Why are we here

- RFC Editor is an IAB oversight responsibility
- We started a reorganization of the RFC Editor organizational structure over 2 years ago
  - Resulted in publication of RFC5620
  - 4 components that make up the ‘RFC Editor’
  - Leading component: RFC Series Editor
Implementing RFC5620 (end 2009)

- Production Center and Publisher hired
- Timely hiring of an RFC Series Editor failed
- IAB decided to hire a ‘Transitional Series Editor’
  - Get Running Code
  - Provide Recommendations about the model and the job description
  - Clarify relations, authority and responsibilities, and hiring process
Process

TODAY

• Glenn will provide his recommendations
  – These recommendations and reflect draft-kowack/rfc-editor-model-version2-00

Next Weeks

• Glenn will collect input and feedback and will facilitate work towards a consensus

December 8

• IAB will determine whether a consensus is emerging
  – If not we will work on alternative timelines
• Glenn will present and provide motivations for his recommendations
• Open Microphone
  – Q and A, and Discussion
    • moderated by Olaf
    • Glenn’s role is to explain his recommendations and to record your suggestions and reasons for change and improvement